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Vocal Feedback
Announces the selected modes
as you change through them
and warns of a low battery.

User Settings Auto-Save
Remembers the selected mode
and volume levels, even when
the battery is removed.

Digital Multi-Switch
Used for changing modes (with
a long press) and volume level
(with a short press).

Dedicated Power Button
Dedicated digital power button
makes switching off hassle free
and easier than ever.

Mute Function
Mute function, quickly remove
distracting noises for moments
when concentration is key.

Hundreds of
colour combinations
Two or three colours can be marbled together.
Left and right ear can be different, for a
unique look.

Deluxe
gun metal finish
The perfect finish to complement
our range of Metalik colours.

SNR 25

Advanced Hearing Protection
With 5 Modes
Our flagship model, available in 9 Metalik colours,
featuring 5 digitally optimised modes, as well as
a dedicated mute function. The DX5 is the perfect
device for advanced shooters. Our DX5 also
features Vocal Feedback and Volume & Mode
Auto-Save so you can pick up where you left off,
and know exactly which mode you’re using.
The DX5 is our most advanced system, with
many advanced features plus exclusive features
including advanced wind noise reduction and
wireless communication with its included induction
neck loop. The ProFlex DX5 also features an
exclusive Gun Metal module finish.

5 Optimised Modes
Game
Clay
Range
Comms
Hunter

Optimised for game shooting.
Optimised for clay shooting.
Optimised for range shooting.
Wireless Comms (with ambient microphone).
Optimised for Hunting.

SNR 25
Advanced Hearing Protection
With 3 Modes
The DX3 features 3 digitally optimised modes, all
controlled by a digital multi-switch. It also includes
a mute function for moments when concentration
is key, and is available in 9 stunning Metalik
colours.
The DX3 also features Vocal Feedback and Volume
& Mode Auto-Save so you can pick up where you
left off, and know exactly which mode you’re using.

3 Optimised Modes
Optimised for clay shooting.
Clay
Game Optimised for game shooting.
Tactical Optimised for tactical & practical shooting.

SNR 25
Single Mode Advanced Hearing
Protection
The DX1 features a single
digitally optimised mode.
With a dedicated on/
off button, and a digital
push button for volume
control. The DX1 offers all
the features you need at
an affordable price, with
the full earpiece colour
flexibility available to our
higher end models.

Single Optimised Mode
General Optimised for general shooting.

A vivid range of
colours
The battery lids have been given a touch of
elegance and are now available in a vivid range
of 9 stunning Metalik colours, these are our
most popular.

SPARKLING

BLACK
STERLING

SILVER
CHAMPAGNE

GOLD
VIBRANT

COPPER

Deluxe
packaging
The CENS ProFlex DX Series is supplied with
practical, stylish and deluxe packaging to
protect & maintain your devices. The packaging
also includes a CENS cap and sew on patch to
show your support for CENS digital hearing
protection.

Wireless
operation
The CENS DX5 is supplied with an induction neck
loop, this neck loop is placed over the head and
plugged into any 3.5mm headphone socket.
This will transmit the audio to the CENS ProFlex
DX5 when in Wireless Comms mode.

Designed & manufactured in the UK by:
Puretone Ltd, Rochester, Kent. ME2 4FR. UK.
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